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Attempts to limit beer consumption becoming trend
by Diana Rado
atafl reporter

University seeks responsible alcohol use

Beer, that frothy brew so synonymous with college life,
is not as available on the University campus these days as
it was two years ago.
A ban on Thursday beer blasts at the Northeast Commons in April 1979, was the catalyst of what appeared to be
a trend towards limiting beer consumption on campus.
Last fall, a local food establishment, Sub-Me-Quick,
stopped delivering beer to campus residents after skirmishing with Campus Safety and Security over an interpretation of state liquor code.
Athough the Great Lakes Distributors, Inc., of Toledo
renewed dealings with campus groups this fall, it had not
been delivering beer to the city since April when local
carry-outs and bar owners threatened to stop buying beer
from the firm.
AND THIS quarter the University Activities Organization limited Happy Hours, formerly a weekly Friday afternoon mixer in trie Falcon's Nest, to three times a quarter.
Although University administrators claim they do not
want beer consumption on campus eliminated, they do ad-

mit that they would like to see a more responsible use of
the beverage.
"I don't think that the University should become a
bartender - we should help the community realize what
responsible drinking is," said Thomas Burke, associate
director of Campus Safety and Security who was involved
in the conflict with Sub-Me-Quick.
"I think most students are unaware of what excesive
drinking would be for them," he said.
IT MAY be possible that beer was being served during
UAO Happy Hours to students already intoxicated, and
that is against the law, Burke added.
The clash with Sub-Me-Quick also was a matter of legality, he explained, because the shop was conducting money
transactions at the point of delivery, and this is prohibited
according to the interpretation of the state liquor codes
that he received at the time.
Ramona DiBenedetto, co-owner of Sub-Me-Quick, 143 E.
Wooster St, said "This is the only city in the state that can-

VANDALISM ALSO had been a major factor involved in
the limiting of Happy Hours, UAO President Bob Rotatori
said.

not accept money at the point of delivery. "
She said that many students who visit the shop complain "When we discussed the vandalism, we knew it was a
about what they believe is the University administration's result of the beer, but beer wasn't the major reason why
attempt to limit beer consumption on campus.
we cut Happy Hours," Rotatori said.
Fayetta Paulsen, associate vice provost for residence
"WE'RE NOT out to get beer off campus or restrict life, said she applauded UAO's decision to limit the weekly
anyone - our interest is in responsible drinking," William event.
Bess, director of Campus Safety and Security said.
"We have indirectly tried in many ways to reduce
He explained that weekend beer blasts in the Northeast misuse of alcohol on campus, such as the decision to ban
Commons were banned because of vandalism in the area weekend beer blasts in the Commons," she said when UAO
and noise from the gatherings which disturbed residents made the decision.
of Rodgers and Kohl halls.
The banning of the beer blasts and limiting of Happy
"I don't think it would be wise to eliminate beer on cam- Hours has led Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice provost
pus, but I do think that we should develop programs that for planning and budgeting, to believe that "both adwould minimize alcohol abuse." Bess said.
ministrators and students are more interested in stopping
behavior not conducive to an academic atmosphere."
Burke also said he would like to see the development of
programs that would induce more responsible drinking, or
He said alcohol abuse is a common discussion topic at
social events that would mix food and alcohol.
universities across the country.

Column
one
O'Leary 'kicks off'
1984 campaign
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Kennedy, Brown, Baker or Bush
may or may not be names that
figure in the 1984 presidential
race. But John O'Leary is being
coy no longer - he's officially
entering the race.
O'Leary, a 34-year old New
Haven, Con., rock musician,
made his announcement to five
assembled members of the
news media at a Hollywood coffee shop.
"I can't hide my intentions
any longer," he said, adding
that he is member of the
Sunrise party.
The candidate has penned
such ballads as "I'm a Turkey
for Albuquerque" and Do You
Miss America, Miss America."
"I want to show how
ridiculous our system is,
especially with this year's
presidential "Gong Show," he
said. "The problem is that the
people who are nominated are
desperate to be elected - so
desperate that they'll do
anything to win. I'm prepared
to lose."

Inside
Opinion
There may be more to
charges of racism at the
University than meets the eye.
Associate professor of sociology
Donald McQuarie answers a
column from last week on Page

News
Cedric Messina, the producer
of the "The Shakespeare
Plays," spoke here yesterday
about his involvement in that
BBC film series. Page 3.

Weather
Cloudy. High 66 F (19 C), low
41F (5 C), 20i>ercent chance of
precipitation.

staff photo by Dale Omorl
Students in an aerobic dance class step and kick together to the beat of music
during a morning exercise routine in Eppler North. The course was Introduced a few

years ago and Is taught by Judith Kissella, an instructor in the School of Health.
Physical Education and Recreation.

Completed city housing ordinance sets new guidelines
The ordinance is divided into two
sections: the first dealing with application, enforcement, violations and
penalties, and the second with the environmental requirements of acceptable dwellings.
The first section states that the ordinance applies only to rental units,
primarily apartments and boarding
by Gary Benz
houses.
staff reporter
And although that section is packed
The proposed city housing or- with information, it's the second secdinance finally has been completed tion - concerning exterior and interior
and is as long and encompassing as its requirements - that most likely will
author, Councilman-at-large Wendell create controversy.
Jones, promised.
The 32-page ordinance will be conINCLUDED IN the exterior residered by City Council when it meets quirements section are:
• Sanitation: It would be illegal to
Monday. The ordinance is expected to
be tabled immediately to allow for a use rental property for open storage of
public hearing about the issue Nov. 6 an abandoned motor vehicle,
at the high school cafeteria. If passed, refrigerator, stove, glass building
the ordinance would take effect July 1, material, building rubbish or similar
items. Also illegal would be abandon1981.
Editor's note: Thla is the first of two
stories on the proposed city housing
ordinance. Today's story daala with the
internal and external regulations of the
ordinance. Tomorrow's story will deal
with application, enforcement, violations and penalties In the ordinance.

ed wells, shafts, basements and excavations.
• Garbage storage: Adequate
disposal facilities must be available.
• Grading and drainage: All
premises have to be graded and maintained so that no water can accumulate. The grading must carry the
surface water to a public street or
alley, public sewer or ditch.
• Noxious weeds: The exterior must
be free of weeds that are noxious or
detrimental to public health.
• Exterior walls: Exterior walls
cannot have holes, breaks, loose or
rotting boards, and must be weathertight and watertight
• Roofs: Roofs must be structurally
sound and have no leaks.
• Stairs: Stairs or porches must be
sound. Railings are required for stairs
or porches 5 feet or more from the
ground or having five or more steps.
• Windows, doors and hatchways:

Every window, exterior door and
basement door must be weathertight
and watertight, rodent-proof and in
good shape. Also, all windows must
have panes.
• Rain gutters: These must be installed and maintained where structural or health hazards are possible.
• Exterior walks and steps: Exterior walks and steps must provide
all-weather access to the dwelling.
• Driveways or off-street parking:
Off-street parking areas must have
hard, dustless surfaces and must be
drained according to sound engineering practices.
• Window sashes: These must be
properly fitted, weathertight and
within the window frame. Every window must open easily for ventilation
requirements.
• Doors: All doors, hinges and latches must be in good shape. Every ex' it door must be able to open from the

inside without a key.
• Screens: Door and window
screens must be provided between
June 1 and Oct. 15. No screens are required for any floor above the fifth,
and screen doors are not required
when properly operating mechanical
ventilating systems are available.
• Insects and rodents: Owners are
responsible for extermination of insects, rodents and other pests in all
exterior premises, except if it is a
single-family dwelling. If an occupant's dwelling is the only unit with
rodents, extermination is the responsibility of the occupant.
• House numbering: Legible
numbers must be in conspicuous
places.
INCLUDED IN the interior requirements section are:
• Interior floors, walls and ceilings:
continued on page 6

Research proposals, funding flow continuously here
by Kim Van Wart
staff reporter

Not everyone is handed $85,792 to
prove a point or attempt to answer a
question.
But Dr. Thomas Cobb, assistant
vice provost in the Research Services
Office, is one exception.
He is working on a research project
funded by the federal government to
examine energy with respect to
policies of area cities.
Cobb described his study of different communal lifestyles and ap-

propriate energy development programs as a "beneficial outreach program of the University."
THIS PROJECT is one of 196 being
funded for faculty members in all
areas of the University, according to
Ronald Etzel, director of the
Research Services Office.
Cobb's grant was part of the
52-percent increase in external funding for research and program
development in 1979-80.
The University has been appropriated $5,474,095 this year for
research development an increase of

$1,878,447 over last year.
There has been a 120-percent increase in funding in the last three
years, Etzel noted, adding that funding should go up another 20 percent
this year.

an idea for a project. The proposal is
then developed, with the help of the
Research Services Office, and submitted to an appropriate governmental
agency.
After a six-to-eight month period, a
decision is reached to either award or
MONEY FOR projects comes main- deny funding for the study. After revily from the federal government. sion, a rejected proposal may be
States and private foundations also resubmitted.
are contributors.
AGENCIES ALSO may suggest
There is competition among faculty
members at all universities for these ideas for projects.
"It is a continuous flow," Etzel said.
grants.
First, a faculty member must form "Money is coming in just as fast as

proposals are going out."
He said that if the number of proposals submitted by University faculty members last year were divided into the number of school days, it would
be equivalent to 1.2 proposals submitted each day.
The University has a 63-percent success rate, meaning that out of 311 proposals submitted so far this year,
there have been only 120 denials.
(More than one grant may be
associated with each proposal)
IN 1979 there were 299 submissions,
with 184 funded and 109 rejected The

present rate is 23-percent higher than
the national success rate of 40 percent.
The University ranks among the top
10 in the nation in receiving research
funding, Etzel added.
"The reason for this is that we have
an extremely good faculty and submit
high-quality projects," he said
Funding for projects vary with
every case, he said. Every department submits at least one proposal a
year, and some generate more external funding than others.
continued on page 4
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Opinion
Another step toward
intercultural rapport
The problem of scheduling that confronts the University
Activities Organization (UAO) was summarized quite
succinctly in the News yesterday: It is difficult to schedule
an event like a concert that will appeal to all the cultural
groups on campus.
The issue of concerts has haunted UAO again this year.
Minority students claim the University's programming
board is not looking after their cultural program desires,
that they are forgotten when concert times come around.
The recent controversy arose after an attempt by UAO and
minority groups to schedule a good "crossover" act for this
Homecoming weekend failed.
Fortunately, a plan has been proposed by acting Dean of
Students Dr. G. Richard Horton in which minority groups
would be given up to $12,000 to schedule their own concerts.
The investment is seen as "seed money" for the future.
Both groups should keep in mind that they are working
toward slightly different goals. Minorities are looking for
long-ignored specialized cultural programming, and UAO
is programming for the lowest common denominator.
Despite the two competing forces, it would seem that the
University has tried to make an honest effort to fill the void
in minority programming. It was a move overdue.
There is one question we would like to raise, however. If
this lack of programming was because of a lack of money
(UAO has only about $4,300 in its budget for concerts), then
why not give the $12,000 to UAO and let UAO and minority
students once again combine to schedule the concert. After
all, UAO is supposed to schedule programs for the whole
campus, a job they could do if they had the money.
In any case, we hope this new approach and attitude
about scheduling events that may appeal to more groups of
people, even if they are special interest, will be even a little
step to building better intercultural rapport.

Letters
Hey Lew, at least you
had good intentions!
In the Oct. 9 issue of The BG News,
Sports Editor Dave Lewandowski expressed his displeasure in having
MAC football scores ignored on the
Prudential College Scoreboard. While
I do not disagree with Mr. Lewandowski's basic argument, I do object
strongly to the schools, one in particular, he chose to denigrate.
In mentioning some schools that
make the show frequently, Mr.
lewandowski mentions Appalachia
(sic) State. For your information, Mr.
Lewandowski, it's Appalachian State
-1 know, I went there. Regardless of
the other colleges selected to make a
point Appalachian is indeed deserving
of all media attention it can receive:
not only are the Mountaineers

Respond
If you would like to comment on something in the
News or anything of student
interest, write to the News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Include
your address and telephone
number for verification.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor, The BG
News, 106 University Hall.

possessors of a 4-2 record so far this
season, but quite easily could be 6-0.
They are nationally ranked in both
passing offense, total offense and
passing defense. Additionally, individual stars (quarterback Steve
Brown and Ail-American Wide
Receiver Rich Beasley) are nationally ranked in numerous categories.
Their brand of football is competitive
and exciting. "Inside Sports," in their
football issue, even picked Appalachian as one of the ten most exciting college football outfits in
America.
Joyous Mountaineer fans have been
known to exclaim, "All God's children
go to Appalachian, all other children
go to hell!" Mr. Lewandowski, for me
anyway, you have given that exclamation new meaning. I thank you.
Eric Verschuure
316 N. Enterprise

Involvement brings
proper education
Students of Bowling Green do not
realize that there is much more at this
university besides academic curriculum. Indeed many students are
molded and educated in their studies,
nevertheless there is always time for
extra-curricular activities.
These activities strengthen not only
one's credentials, but give confidence,
integrity and most of all, an overall
learning experience that cannot be acquired by just attending classes.
It is now the time for freshman and
sophomores to get involved, so that a
proper education can be obtained.

Opposition to
the greater
of three evils
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WASHINGTON - What makes this
election year different from all other
years is that no one seems to be
discussing which candidate he's supporting, only which candidate he's not
voting for.
I went into a bar the other night, and
the stranger on my left said, "Who are
you going to vote against this year?"
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Art Buchwald
syndicated columnist
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Perry's claim of University racism
has a historical basis, relevance
The ancient Greeks had a rather
simple method for dealing with
unpleasant news. They would
eliminate the bearer of the bad tidings
and in this way avoid having to actually deal with the unpleasant content of
his message. Of course, in our
enlightened modern era no one would
resort to such a crude device to deal
with an unwelcome report. But in the
recent hysterical response to Bob
Perry's comment that this university
is a racist institution one can still
sense something of the spirit of this
ancient remedy.
The charge, in itself, would seem, to
anyone who has some knowledge of
the history of racial minorities on this
campus - let alone a sehse of
American history - to be rather selfevident. The facts speak for
themselves - less than two percent
minority faculty, about five percent
minority representation among
students. In fact, about the only place
in the University community where
minority members seem to be
represented in numbers commensurate to their percentage among the
general population is in the janitorial
and service staff - where, of course,
they are over-represented.
Nor is this all. Two years ago, black
students were subjected to a series of
incidents of racial hostility, leading to
at least one instance of actual conflict.
Last spring witnessed the unprovoked
arrrest of several Latino students
engaged in an entirely peaceful protest sit-in. And there have been
several incidents of hostility aimed at
Iranian and other foreign students on
campus during the last year as a
result of the unfortunate occupation of
the American embassy in Teheran.
The problem of racism is not
restricted to campus, but permeates
the atmosphere of the entire Bowling
Green community. Apartment owners
and managers who refuse - never
overtly, but in subtle and indirect
ways - to rent to minority students,
hostility from local merchants and
towns people - these make up the
reality of life in Bowling Green for
minority students. White students
might reflect, when was the last time
you saw a black face in Howard's on a
Thursday night.

IS RACISM a problem on this campus? Look at how the original BG
Scott Smith News story reporting Bob Perry's
304 Kappa Sigma quote is written. "BGSU is a racist institution," Perry "shouts" in "an
emotional speech." How about, as a
substitute, "said," or "contended," or
even "argued." Let us imagine a
response from Hollis Moore. Would it
No.
13
STAFF
Vol. 61
be reported in the same manner?
"Last night, before a screaming mob
Editor
Mary Dannemlller
of BGSU faculty and alumni, Hollis
Managing editor
John Lammers
Moore shouted, "This university is not
Assistant managing editor
Paul O'Oonneil
a racist institution.' " To even pose
Editorial editor
Keith Jameson
Copy editor
Joe Hanafc
the question is to realize its absurdity.
Wire editor
Geoff Haynes
In a recent column in The BG News,
Photo editor
Tim Westhoven
my friend and colleague Dr. Ed Shuck
Sports editor
Dave Lewandowski
attempted to address some of the
Business manager
Llbby Kilmer
issues raised by Bob Perry. UnforThe BG News is published daily Tuesday through Friday during the academic year and
tunately, I believe there are a number
weekly during summer sessions by students of Bowling Green State University.
of misunderstandings and inacOpinion expressed by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The BG News.
curacies in Shuck's column which I
The BG News and Bowling Green State University are equal opportunity employers and
do not discriminate in hiring practices.
would like to discuss.
The BG News will not accept advertising that Is deemed discriminatory, degrading or inBasically, Shuck is critical of the
sulting on the basis of race, sex or national origin.
assertions that there is racism on
All righti to material published in The BG News are reserved.
campus and that this racism is
systematically promoted by instituEditorial and Business Offices
104 University Halt
tional arrangements. Shuck criticizes
Bowling Green State University
the efforts of "self-identified
Bowling Green. Ohio 43*03
minorities" to organize themselves
Phone: (41t) 373 2*01
and "stir-up ... shouting matches"

Focus
Donald McQuarie
associate professor of sociology

which might provoke a "White-Anglo
backlash and counter-hostility." The
efforts, he argues, reflect a sort of
"cultural arrogance" and "warfare"
in
which
these
(again)
"self-identified" ethnic minorities
"demand even-larger chunks of
public funds."
To this series of charges, one is left
slightly breathless. The history of
America clearly shows us that blacks
and Latinos did not need to
"self-appoint" themselves minorities.
This was done by the Anglo majority,
that for 200 years exploited these
groups for their labor, robbed them of
their land and freedom and prohibited
them from the most basic benefits and
privileges of citizenship. How a group
that, as a racial minority, has been
enslaved more than 100 years and
repressed as second-class citizens for
another 100 years can be accused of
"cultural arrogance" and blamed for
attempting to organize themselves to
resist further oppression and to obtain
basic rights and justice is beyond my
understanding.
IT IS NOT out of "cultural arrogance" that minority peoples have
organized themselves and engaged in
various struggles against racial prejudice and discrimination in recent
years; ranter, it is out of a profound
sense of cultural exclusion. Blacks
and other minorities today are still
overwhelmingly found in low-paid service and unskilled labor sectors of the
economy, they are still undereducated
relative to the white majority, they
are still underrepresented in the professions and sciences, they still form a
disproportionate share of the
unemployed. In short, minorities, in
this country, today, still continue to

feel the effects of institutional racism.
What about the "white backlash"
argument? Inevitably, of course
struggle breeds conflict. However, is
this necessarily a bad thing? Basically, most white Americans do not
benefit from racism. They, too, find
themselves alienated and frustrated
in many of the conditions of their lives
and jobs. The struggle by minorities
against racism, at the same time as it
heightens opposition and hostility
from some whites, also serves to
dispel racist myths and attitudes
among many other white Americans.
It can give rise to a recognition of
shared alienations, frustrations, and a
common interest in eliminating those
aspects of American life which give
rise to racism as well as other forms
of institutional oppression
-•
What about the role of the University? In universities 'in general,' and
here at the University in particular, a
number of steps have been taken and
programs instituted to ameliorate the
effects of racism. However, it must
also be said that universities, like
many other American institutions,
are arranged so that. jal power is exercised in an un-democratic manner
from the top down.
Students, and not just minority
students, live their education in an
alienated, fragmented manner. They
are "trained" for a life in the larger
society in a way that would be readily
recognizable to any blue-collar
worker - you put up with courses and
study during the week so that you can
"relax" and party on the weekend.
UNDER SUCH conditions, it is not
surprising that an attempt to deal
realistically and in an open manner
with the problem of institutional
racism should create such a stir.
However, the problem will not be
resolved by sweeping it under the rug.
We may all, as Ed Shuck suggests, be
in the same boat. However, our concern should not be to hold this boat on
its wobbling course, but rather to
chart a new course and set sail for
new and unexplored lands.

The BG News
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"I haven't made up my mind yet," I
said honestly. "All the candidates
have given me a reason to vote
against them, but I still have to wait
until I see what they do in their last
week."
"That makes sense. If you decide
now you're going to vote against one
of the three, you get committed. And
if the other two say something, you
might want to vote against them instead."
"CAN I buy you a drink?" I said.
"That would be nice. This election
really gives you a thirst. You know I
was against Carter a long time ago,
and I was certain that I would not vote
for him. But then the Republicans
nominated Ronald Reagan and I said,
'Wait a minute, Lester. Reagan look§
like a guy you could vote against just
as easily as Carter.' "
"You can say that again. Personally, I didn't have anything against
Reagan until he started campaigning
for office. But after hearing some of
the things he said, I thought to myself,
"This guy bears watching. He could
get us into more trouble than Carter and that's saying a lot.' "
Lester warmed up to our conversaUwi> "You know I've never had
anything against John Anderson
because I didn't know who he was. I
thought he'd fade away in New Hampshire. But now that he's a third-party
candidate, I'm thinking about voting
against him."
"IF YOU do that," I said, "you'U be
wasting your vote. Voting against
Anderson will only get you Carter or
Reagan.
"Besides, it would endanger the
two-party system. An American
should either vote against a
Republican or a Democrat in the upcoming election. At least we know
where their parties stand on the
issues."
Lester said, "It's my turn to buy you
a drink. Now the way I see it, if we
vote against Carter, we won't have
four more years of what we've got
now.
"BUT THAT doesn't mean we'll get
anything better with Reagan. He's
promising everything, but that
doesn't mean he can deliver on any of
it. A vote against Reagan could keep
us out of a war."
"That's what Carter says, but
Reagan says he isn't telling the truth.
If I find out Carter is lying I'm going
to vote against him.
"I'D LIKE to vote against Carter's
economic policies and Reagan's
foreign policies."
"That would solve it for us," Lester
agreed. "But we have to vote against
the man and not his policies."
"I'm afraid so. They sure put us in a
heck of a spot this year. Remember
how easy it was to vote against someone in a previous election?"
"Do I? I could decide who I was
against right after the conventions
and never waver until Election Day.
Now I'm afraid to wake up in the morning, because I never know what the
candidate I'm against at the moment
has done the night before."
(c) 1980, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

by Garry Trudeau
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Producer of 'The Shakespeare Plays'speaks
here about involvement In BBC film series
by Frank Carollo

Cederic Messina

The producer of "The
Shakespeare Plays" spoke here
recently about his involvement in
the series, which is one of the most
ambitious projects in the history of
the British Broadcasting Corporation.
Cederic Messina presented the
first lecture in the University's Artist Series Monday. In addition to
discussing his work on "The
Shakespeare Plays", Messina
screened excerpts from two of the
plays before about 30 people.
"The Shakespeare Plays" is a
series consisting of 37 of the Bard's

tragedies, comedies and historical
dramas. The series began in 1979
and will continue for six years on
the Public Broadcasting Service.
Messina, 59, joined BBC in 1968,
and from 1968-1976 produced BBCs
"Play of the Month." He said the
inspiration for filming all of
Shakespeare's plays came to him
while he was producing "As You
like It" for the "Play of the
Month" series.
MESSINA SAID his goal in producing "The Shakespeare Plays" is
to make the entire set of plays in a
permanent form and to make them
accessible
to
audiences
everywhere.

He noted that Shakespeare's
world-wide popularity is extraordinary, particularly in Japan. "I
saw a sort of samurai 'Macbeth'
there."
Great care has been taken in the
production of the plays. Messina
said the texts have been edited as
little as possible.
"We felt a sense of responsiblity.
The plays should be set in a time
contemporaneously to the period in
which they are written. Ancient
Greeks should look like ancient
Greeks," he said.
DISCUSSING THE scope of the
project, Messina said, "If you're

going to do them, you must do them
all. The plays weren't written to be
studied - they were written to be
performed."
He showed several film clips
from "Hamlet," this season's first
production. It will be shown locally
Nov. 10 on WBGU-TV. Derek
Jacobi, who starred in the title role
of BBC's "I, Claudius" two years
ago, portrays Hamlet and Claire
Bloom appears as Gertrude.
Concerning television on both
sides of the Atlantic, Messina quipped, "Americans have a wrong
idea of the BBC - that we only export our best programs and you only export your worst."

BriefsBeta Beta Beta plant sale

Law school information

The Beta Beta Beta plant sale will run through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Union Oval. If it rains, it will
be in the University Hall foyer.

Gay Union to meet
The Bowling Green Gay Union will meet today at 8 p.m.
in the Capital Room, Union.

PRSSA to meet
The Public Relations Student Society of America will
meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 200 Moseley Hall.

> Parents9 Day
| Corsage Sale

Dean Albert Baillis, professor of law at Ohio Northern
University, will be in the Perry/Croghan Room, Union today from 1-4:30 p.m. for those interested in attending the
law school.

Swan Club clinic
Swan Club will hold its final clinic for new members today from 6-7 p.m. in the Cooper Pool, Student Recreation
Center. All persons interested in joining the club should
attend.

Hello, The Link,
may I help you?"

Art workshop, slide lecture

Beta Alpha Psi is sponsoring a recruiting workshop for
all accounting and management information systems
majors today at 7:30 p.m. Alumni Room, Union.

Authors and art educators Dr. Gil Clark and Dr. Inid
Zimmerman of Indiana University will present a
workshop, "How An Art Education Curriculum Model Faculty to present recital
Becomes an Art Education Text," from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. in the School of Art. Zimmerman also wil preUniversity faculty members Robert Moore, bassoon,
sent a slide lecture, "Women Making Art: An An- and David Melle, flute, will present a recital at 8 p.m. todrogenous Point of View," at 7:30 p.m. at the School of day in the Bryan Recital Hall, Musical Arts Center. AdArt Lecture Hall. Admission for both events is free.
mission is free.

"The word at Pisonellos is hoi
submarine sandwiches.

a

c/fejfofoC

"All subs mode to order."

A tub never had it so good.

203 N. Main towllno Orewf) — JS2 51e»
FREE DELIVERY

$2.15 minimum

FALCON HOUSE FRENZY!
SHIRT & SHORT SALE

Thousands of people turn to THE LINK every year
Now is youi chonce'to becomo a LINK counselor

The University Flying Club will meet today at 8:30 p.m.
in 100 Business Administration Bldg.

Subs
The Word

o0? f

*
fWO FLOWER
*
*
CORSAGES
*
* Complete with ribbon
* and greenery $3.75
*
*
*
On sale Univ. Hall
*
8:30-4:30
' Nov. ,
* Oct. 15-21
#
*
* Buy now for Parents Day football game *
***************************

Recruiting workshop

Flying Club to meet

NOW $6.99

NOW $5.99

Do you need a new shirt or
pair of shorts for raquetball,
running, a special date at
The Rec Center or just plain
loafing?
Stop over at the Falcon
House this week & take advantage of our Homecoming
Sale!

We will from you in the areas ol crisis
intervention counseling and referral skills.

Every shirt in slock reduced!
Men's & women's styles up
to 40 percent off!

CALL 352-5387 TODAY for mor. information
TRAINING BEGINS OCTOBER 20
Porlially lundvd by Wood County M*>i<ol H»ohh i M«oiul
Katoitlaiio" Uooid Uml#d Wuy OIK) piivoll dono'iom

Flannel shirts & vests newly
arrived!

ON OCT. 18th
Remember
That Special
Someone With
a Sweetest Day
Gift From
Klotz Flower Farm

NOW $4.99

NOW $3.49

All at substantial savings olt our regular prices!

FALCON HOUSE

904 E. Wooster Next to T.O.'s

CATCH A FREE RIDE
TO SATURDAY'S GAME!

ERLANGER
Om^rlifri4rmmr,iaai, m^lum Wo lOOX/mi*!)
Umtkt utn^a^vl.nctitrjnHJufl efunv^ttum^f^
' ■*«*•* itedtuit all natural ingmfnls bfmflimr
•■neMtrt agrin/jbniM unuma^n* mrllarcim ■UeW
tlbgnamammmtupoa'ha Hiteferti/ir/uctf"***"
CONTENTS 1? Fl 07

WE'RE GLAD TO SEE YOU!

906 Napoleon Rd.
(End of S. College Dr.)
353-8381
Q

Open: 8-5 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

THE '80 FOOTBALL FALCONS INVITE YOU TO CATCH A FREE RIDE TO
THE STADIUM. ON SATURDAY, WATCH FOR OUR TRACTOR-PULLED
WAGONS AND CLIMB ABOARD! TRIPS WILL RUN THRU CAMPUS
FROM 11:30 a.m.-1:15p.m.

BE THERE FOR
FALCON FRENZY!!

POLLUTIOH...People Start it, they can Stop it!

C 1900. Joi Schhli Btewing Company Milwaukee. Wl

ooooooo

372-2601 oooooooooooooooo 372-2601 oooooooo
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Offer variety, low prices

Generic foods gain counter space, popularity
by Sarah Bissland

new creature is lurking about
ireen'a supermarkets
Actually, it has been
it for the last year and
upennarket officials say,
has only recently been
-Ted.
comes in a plain black and
xr and is a generic or
od product. Not idenvtth any national brand
the lettering on generic
i iply states the type of
led, such as "snack
or "green beans." No
ctivea are used to
e the product and no picin the label.

neric' food products
i on the market for a
only has been within the
or four months that
gained more counter
in Bowling Green and cons have recognized them as a
alternative to brandducts.
rics are becoming so
lave been labeled by
■ s a fad. While area grocery
rs are reluctant to
id, many do say the
and use of generic food
nas become acceptable.
looking for ways to
Dave Jackson, a store
dreat Scot Inc., said.
I cut down on car,
: or school costs so the food
gets cut."
products are con-

earch.

siderably cheaper than their national brand counterparts. A
market basket survey of generic
and brand-name products in an
area supermarket netted a difference of $5.19 between the two
food bills. Nine foods under a national label totaled f 16.27, while the
same generic products cost $11.09.
Product prices ranged from a fivecent difference for tuna to $1.29 in
tea bags.
Centre Super Market, Food Town
Super Market, Great Scot Inc. and
A & P Store offer generic food products. The Kroger Co. does not offer generics, because it believes
food can be offered under its own
label at the same price as generics,
Manager Sid Morris said.
A wide variety of foods are offered genetically, including canned
fruits, vegetables and nuts, peppermint candy, fruit punch, foil,
deodorant soap, and wine and beer.
Generic beer is quite the thing
now," Bill Jennings, a salesman
for the Z and Z Distributing Co. in
Toledo, said.
The generic beer Z and Z
distributed actually is produced by
two different companies, Jennings
explained. Falstaff Brewing Corp.
and the Pittsburgh Brewing Co.,
which brews Old Dutch and Iron City Beers, and Robin Hood Creme
Ale, both supply Z and Z with
generic beer.
While the beer may be the same,
it costs at least 30 cents more if you
buy it with a Falstaff label. The
suggested retail price of Falstaff
beer is $1.99, while generic beer is
$1.69 ($1.59 in Bowling Green).

Advertising and fancy packaging
all contribute to the cost of a national brand product, Jackson said.
These expenses almost are
eliminated when a product is
packaged generically, he added.
"People are leaning more
towards generic and private labels
(the stores own label) because of
the economy," William Wood,
manager of A & P Food Store, said.
But Jackson disagrees. "We still
think people are more inclined to
buy national brands. They feel
safer buying a brand they know."
Some consumers do hesitate to
buy generic products because they
are unsure of who makes it or
where it comes from.
"Generic food comes from our
own plant or any manufacturer
with a surplus," Wood said.
"Manufacturers schedule so much
for their regular labels and what
they have left over can be
distributed under a generic label.
"You can never be sure of where
the surplus came from," Wood explained. "It can come from
anyone."
Laura Gladstone, a buyer for
Central Services in Findlay, which
supplies Great Scot Inc., said
generic food can come from
various manufacturers as well as
smaller companies "who don't
have the facilities needed to
manufacture on a national level."
"To some degree the quality is
less," Jackson admitted. "But you
can't cheapen your quality too
much, people are too conscious of
it"
The term generic refers to stan-

dard quality, rather than differences in food quality, Gladstone
said. "Nutritionally, there is
nothing wrong with it"
Standard quality would allow a
few pieces of corn cob in a generic
can of corn for example, whereas a
national brand wouldn't, Gladstone
explained.
A spokesman for the Cleveland
division of the Food and Drug Administration said that as far as he
knows no complaints have been filed regarding the quality of generic
foods.
A routine inspection is made of
all food manufacturers once every
year or two, the spokesman added.
In an informal survey of University students as they were leaving a
Bowling Green supermarket, only
one of 11 said they had just purchased generic food products.
Roxanne Reese, a sophomore
computer science major, said she
bought generic canned vegtables
because sometimes they are just as
good as brand-name products.
Of the remaining 10 students, two
said they have purchased generics,
four said thev would not try them.
Dave Hosier, a freshman
business major said he would only
buy generic beer "if I was
desperately in need of getting
drunk. It doesn't taste as good. It's
probably just psychological. If I
drank Strohs and it was $1.59 (the
price of generic beer), I would probably think it was terrible too."
"It tastes just the same and it's
cheaper," Jim Mihalick, a
sophomore business major, said of
generic foods.

680 AM

WEDNESDAY
SAMPLER

rom page 1

1KMBERS working on projects receive
ir travel, supplies and other expenditures. They
ceive their regular salaries and use part of the
ring a teaching replacement if a leave of
the University is needed. Some professors
k during the summer months, receiving an
alary.
re encouraged to do research, Etzel said.
r the faculty to be at the top of their fields
ifective in the classroom, engaging in research
ant.'' he said.
' research committee, elected by faculty
■'lews proposals and provides funding for
to start projects.
s also an internal funding committee, which
seed money" to junior faculty members or
area of research, he said.
■rsity has a 63-percent success rate, meanit out of 311 proposals submitted so far this year,
been only 120 denials. (More than one grant
nated with each proposal.)
ere were 299 submissions, with 184 funded
•■'■jected. The present rate is 23-percent higher
* national success rate of 40 percent.
ratty ranks among the top 10 in the nation in
ing research funding, EUel added.
on for this is that we have an extremely
and submit high-quality projects," he said.
H 1EGE of Arts and Sciences claimed 32 perf the funding last year. The Library, Continuing
nd various centers took in 18 percent, and
L'-TV, 17 percent. Business had 5 percent, educapercent, and musical arts, .03 percent.
.it mean that one department is better than
el stressed, explaining that there is more
liable for funding in certain areas,
xample, more money is needed for research in
:e because of laboratory equipment while less is
tne arts, Etzel said.
I.ast year, the psychology department received the
;t funding, with $400,036. That amount accounted for
In the business education department 14
its accumulated only $176,460.

Dream Green in the Morning
7-10
M-f

at
PAGLIAI'S
EAST

...$2.00
From 5-9 at PAGLIAI'S EAST,
get 1 cheese shell,

Listen to the musical cues and guess
the solo artist and his/her original
group. Win *15 plant from Myte's Flowers.
Starrs October 20

INVITES YOU!

1 meat shell, and 1
square of lasagna,
smothered In our MEAT

-To The Art Print Sale
Today thru Friday, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Side Door-Union

SAUCE, plus garlic bread
for only $2.00

Pogilidi'S

EAST
^
440 E. Court 352-1596

-To The Football Game: Cincy at Cleve.
No*. 23, leave 9:00 a.m.
Sign-up now thru Frl., Oct. 17, 9 a.m.-S p.m. in UAO office
$18.25 covers ticket and transportation
Payment must be made upon sign-up

-To Enter 'The Raffle for the Roses'
Winner receives 1 doz. roses
Tickets can be purchased 9 a.m.S p.m. in UAO office now thru Frl,
1 ticket 25 cents, 5 for $1

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT
APPEARING LIVE
AT

The generic products counter at Great Scot

TONIGHT
2 FOR 1 ALL NITE!

Look for Ronald Reagan's appearance
at Lima in tomorrow's BG News.
Whafs in a name?
A lot! A pizza by any other name
than Domino's Pizza can't
possibly convey the fact that
we're number one in pizza
delivery around the world. Pizza
Dispatch we loved you, but
Domino's Pizza says it alL
Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.

T

**E FABQLBOS
INSIDE STRAIGHT

Free Pepsi!
Order any 12" pizza and get up
to 2 free cups of Pepal I ITyou
order a 16" pizza, you can get
up to 4 free cups of Pepsi I
No coupon necessary.

9:30p.m.-2:00a.m.

Hours:
Sun. -Thurs. 4:30pm - 2:00am
Fri. S Sat 4:30pm ■ 3:00am

NQ E0VERH!
ffi

i ■ ■fcili^^^fcA^i*^^^5l a^ia ■ *..»-.» ^.»

§1

$1.00 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 11/2/80
Fast Free Delivery
1616 E Wooeter
Phone: 352-1539

OOM75/24OT

iittW^^'^i'^i:
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Small Claims Court provides informal
Classifieds
CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
setting for citizens to resolve disputes
by Rick TMII

pay a deposit of $12.50. The statement must include the
defendant's name and address and the nature of the claim.

The Bowling Green Municipal Courtroom has a typical
appearance with its movable chairs, - that are now unocA NOTICE then is sent to the defendant informing him of
cupied - paneling and fluorescent lighting. The room in- the claim and court date.
cludes a traditional desk where the court reporter sits and
Bachman said it is important that the plaintiff knows
a vacant witness chair.
who to sue. Sometimes, he said, an individual is named in a
A table in front of the room is provided for prosecution suit when the individual's corporation may be the proper
and defense lawyers; the table is unattended.
defendant In that case, the plaintiff must make a new
The most outstanding part of the courtroom is the claim.
judge's bench and a large black leather chair. But, there is
If the plaintiff wins his claim it is his responsibility to
no judge. Instead a young lawyer sits in the chair listening, collect the money. But Bachman said many defendants do
expressionless, as both plaintiff and defendant argue their not pay.
case before turn.
"That happens quite often," he said, but there are
No judge, lawyers, spectators or excitement. That is several things the court can do to help the plaintiff collect,
Bowling Green's Small Claims Court.
including:
• garnisheeing the defendant's savings and checking acHOWEVER, THERE is a reason for the lack of formali- counts;
ty, Municipal Court Judge James Bachman said.
• garnisheeing the defendant's wages;
"The nice thing is that most people represent
• selling the defendant's personal property; and
themselves," Bachman said. The court offers the general
• placing a lien on the defendant's real estate.
public a chance to have their cases heard with "very little
Bachman said people must realize there are disadvanexpense," he added.
tages to filing a claim.
Cases in small claims court are heard by a referee.
The cost can be high because of deposits, court costs,
Referees are young lawyers chosen by Bachman to serve a which usually are $20-$30, witness fees and subpoena fees.
six month term and are paid about $5,000 for their work.
Also, Bachman said, "Even though you get a judgment,
The referee makes his own decision in all cases, it doesn't mean you can collect" He said the plaintiff canBachman said, but if there is an objection to a decision, the not collect from a person who has no money.
judge studies the evidence and makes his own decision.
THE PLAINTIFF also may be countersued by the defen"I BECOME the court of appeals, so to speak," he said. dant, who can claim up to $1,000 in damages, Bachman
The present referee, Alan R. May berry, said his job is to said.
judge the credibility of the plaintiff and defendant or
Ihere is no right to a court-appointed attorney in small
decide "which one is lying the least."
claims court, Bachman said. However, he suggested the
Mayberry and Bachman agreed that many of the cases use of a state bar association program by which a person
in small claims court are landlord-tenant disputes. may talk to a lawyer for 30 minutes for a $10 fee.
Mayberry said there also are many cases between doctors
Most lawyers charge at least $60 an hour, he added.
and their patients.
Bachman said most cases are scheduled 40 days in adBut Bachman said there are sometimes unusual cases. vance. He suggested that those involved in a claim visit the
For example, one in which a person sued for the return of a small claims court prior to their court date, adding that
cat that was sold but never paid for.
observing small claims procedure may help prepare them
for their case.
NAD A KNAUSS of the Small Claims Division said there
have been 322 small claims this year.
KNAUSS SAID many people have trouble in court
Half of all cases end in default, Mayberry said. In a because they are not prepared and do not know the court's
default case, the defendant does not show up for the trail rules.
and the case is automatically won by the plaintiff.
He also said there are few counterclaims because people
do not realize they have that right.
Small claims cases are for money damages of less than
"Most people are here on principle," Knauss said.
Bachman said the small claims court is good because it
$500, Mayberry said.
To file a claim, be said, a person must fill out a state- is quick and inexpensive, but added, 'You sacrifice some
ment of claim at the municipal court, 515 E. Poe Road, and quality of justice in doing that."

Advertise in The Obsidian
The Obsidian
n wants you HJ

SUPPORT
THE BG NEWS
ADVERTISERS

To
place
a
classified ad, come to
106 University Hall
between 8-5, Monday
thru Friday.
Under the new
policy, all individual
classifieds must be
prepaid. The deadline
for placing ads is 3
p.m., 2 days before
publication.
Charge per Insertion
•30 cents per line,
per day
•3 line minimum-approx. 25 spaces a
line
•Boldface 50 cents
extra
Phone 372-2601 for
, further information.

LOST *. FOUND
Found a ring on 1st lloor ladies
restroom in Music Bldg. If yours
call 352 2*00 a, identify.

SERVICES OFFERED
Parties Parties Parties
Now at Longbranch Saloon. For
your private round up. call Scott
352-5713.
Need a babysitter? Call Cyndl at
352 7341. Oays. evenings &
vwekends.
EXPERT TYPING.
REASONABLE RATES.
353 7305.
PERSONALS
Buy directly from distributor.
Sell beautiful shell, coral, stone
jewelry. 9320 Fountainbleau. 504
B.Miami. Fla, 33)72.
HOMECOMING ART SHOW.
Oct. 17, 11,1?. Everyone
welcome: Exhibitors &, Art Connoisseurs. Ribbons & best of
show trophy awarded Held in the
Commuter Center, basement of
Moseley.
"25 sure-fire money making
ideas tor college students". Send
*l (postage) Practical Business
Publications Co.. P.O. Box 5641
Toledo, Ohio 43613.
Attention Greeks * Other Campus Organizations it (dorm halls,
Intramural teams, professional
clubs, etc.) If you need T-shirts,
shorts, visors, sweatshirts or any
type of sportswear screen printed
on, come on in or call a, ask for an
appointment with one of our

representatives. We print
anything on anything, guarantee
quality, have LOW LOW Prices*,
quick courteous service! East
Court Sportswear 117 E Court
St. 352 1097. (Next to the
Brathaut.)
____
Buy Mom a carnation corsage for
Parent's Oay. S3.75. Orders taken
University Hall Ocl 1521
To all your D.G.'s who passed
"That Candle" 3 times a big con
gratulations! Denise & Anne we
are all very happy for you. We
won't forget you Kath with your
new lavalier. L.l.T B. Your D.G.
Sisters.
FASHION BUG
Win a Fashion Bug wardrobe
Watch for details In Thursday's
paper. 352*414.
Runners World Magazine-Oct.
Shoe issue now at the Falcon
House, 904 E Wooster.
FALCON FRENZY
Dinner & entertainment. Oct. 18
at 7:00pm in the Side Door. Local
entertainment will be featured
throughout theevening. Reserve
lions which are recommended
majr^be called to 2 263«
Customized T-shirts, jerseys &
sportswear. Group rates for date
parties, dorms, fraternity,
sorority
Low
Cost Fast
Delivery. Call Tim 352 2769.
Embalming hours at Sub Me
Quick 5 7pm 143 E Wooster No
Live Music, but no cover charge.
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN New
LPat Finders »9.9*||j
Little Sis Rush at Zeta Beta Tau
house from 7:309-30 tonight
Come & meet the Best in BG!
NEXT TO NEW SHOP Clothing
& housewares priced low. Open
Tues. 104 & Fri I 7:30. St.
Aloysius School 2nd tloor
NO COVER AT UPTOWN
Thurs.. Fri.. Sat. for anyone
wearing
an ANDERSON
T-SHIRT call 352 5582
DELTSI DELTS! DELTS!
Thanks for another super time at
the tea. It was zany & crazy as
usual! The Alpha Phi's.
Xi Pledges Thursday morning
was quite a surprise, with all 28 of
you before our eyes. The
breakfast was great, along with
our guests, & the Xi's still agree
our pledge class is the BEST'
Thanks a Bunch! Love, your
Sitter*;.
"FALCON FRENZY" Get Slinky
A break a snake dance record.
This Thurs. Oct. 16. at 7;0Opm in
Iront of Union, get out A be a
snake in the grass.
ADVERTISING
CLUB
MEETING
Wed Oct. 15th at 8:00pm. Man
datory tor members. Room 113
B.A

Good Luck LIZ PETIRKAour
favorite ASHTAHULAN.
The BUCK stop* here on Weds.
Nile. 7-9pm. Good Music for your
dollar on WFAL 6*0 AM The AM
ttm Isn't.
Big Russ: Congratulations on going active! Thanks for always
listening to me. You're the best.
Beta love * mine. III Kim.
Baby Keaton turns 20 lust in time
to see her roomies turning 21 fear
not!! We'll toast you from the
tables at Max A. Erma's. Happy
Birthday Ann. Beth, Leslie.
Sman.
________
Buy Mom a carnation corsage for
Parents' Day. S3.75. Orders
taken university Hall Ocl. 15-21.
"FALCON FRENZY"
Homecoming Elections for the
1980 Senior Representative.
Voting will be held in Union
Foyer from 9 5 on Wednesday.
Must bring picture I.O. & valida
lion card.
Debby Pike: Congratulations on
being selected a member of "All
Greek, who's Who!" Thai's
great! Alpha Phi love always.
Tekes a. Phi Psl's Thanks for a
great night in the hay! The
Sisters of Alpha xi Delta.
BEER BLAST
This Thursday at 4pm
STUDENTS FOR ANDERSON
Mart'n
I'll take my steak
medium well. Congrats on your
Alpha Phi UAO lavallering. (I
think you did it just to get in the
Personals!) N.B.
To Little Debbie i have the best
little anyone could ever ask for.
Get psyched for a good quarter
Love. Big Tracy
Margie Grim Congratulations
tor being selected for the top five
Homecoming candidates! We're
so proud of you! Love. The
Sisters of Alpha Xi Delia.
Congratulations Lisa Gravette
tor being recognized In the All
Greek Who's Who. as well as be
ing the Active of the Month. We
are all so proud of you!!Love,
Your Gamma Phi Sisters.
Sue Martinson: congratulations
on your Alpha Sig Lavallering to
Zak Love, Your sisters of Alpha
Phi.
BEER BLAST
REDWOOD RESTAURANT
STUDENTS FOR ANDERSON
Sweet Treat deadline is tomor
row. Send in your come on line to
WFAL 8, win GRAND PRIZE on
Ocl 18 WFAL's Sweet Treat
Good Luck Liz Pelerka. our
favorite 1980 Homecoming rep.
We all love you! L 8. L, your
Alpha Delt Sisters
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN New
LP at F inders 89.9*111

Laura, Congrats on being chosen
a Homecoming Representative
finalist! Best of Luck to a great
friend. Love. Brand*.
WANTED
1 M. rmfe. to snare furn.2 bdrm.
apt. SIM mo. includes uflt.
352-1170.
Female singer Is looking for a
guitar or piano back-up for cof
feehouses, etc. ell 3SJ-2U1.
Building to store compact car on
pt time basis In BG area. Call

HELP WANTCD
COACH needed for Bowling
Green Swim Club, club includes
BGHS Swim Team. For more info please contact Mr. Booth.
3522604 95:30, 353 1922 alter
5:30.
Babysitter 9 Mam 10 12:30pm.,
Mon. Fri. Remainder Fall Otr.
Call 352 2309 after 4 00
Kitchen Staff Must be avail
from 34pm. Apply In person.
Corner Kitchen. 1*3 S. Main.
HIRING RN'SlLPN-sMlorpt.
times 11* 11 7. Call Wood Coun
ty Nursing Home for further
details. 353-1411.
Interested In geriatric nursing?
Why not the Community Nursing
Home. Applications taken for pi
& full time 3 11*. 117. (SOW. Poe.
352 755*.
OVERSEAS
JOBS
Summer/year round Europe. S.
Amer , Australia, Asia. Expenses paid. Sightseeing Free
Info. Write; IJC Box 52 OH3. Cor
ona Del Mar, OA 92*25.

«>» »*!•*
Three S8.50 Rich Little tickets.
Call Chris 352 4870
Ski's Olin Mark III S„ l»S cm.
Used once. Rossignol F 5 racing
skis. 195 cm with Geze SE bin
dings 352 2634
New Raleigh 10 speed. Never
usedMusf sell. Dave 352 0204,
after 6pm, 352*616.
Alvarez Model 5014 guitar. Like
new Case 8, extras 352 0522.
D*w.
'74 Buick Apollo. 2 door. exc.
cond 1st SIJ00 takes. 354-13*3,
osfc for Brian.
Green colonial sofa. In very good
cond. 850. 6*6 60*4 Will deliver.
74 Datsun B210. Only 43.000
miles, 30 mpg. Good shape. Call
354 i;]7 alter 5pm
'79 Trans Am. T top. air. 86,100.
Call 627 0219. On campus during
9stt=
FOR RENT
Efflcapt. to tutus. Fall Otr. CAM
O. Valentine 353 3*55.

Write to us now. Let us know what you think.

HOMECOMING '80 FALCON FRENZY
VOTE FOR THE 1980 SENIOR HOMECOMING REPRESENTATIVE

Alfonzo Poison

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER 16th

Margie Grim

Laura Lewis

Gail Meadows

7 p.m.
-Snake Dance Starts (Union Oval)
8:30 p.m.
-Bonfire ft Pep Rally (Stadium Parking Lot South)
9 p.m.
-FIREWORKS (Stadium Parking Lot South)

Liz Peterka

FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 17th

Mary Zubek

2:30-5:30 p.m.
- HOMECOMING HAPPY HOURS
(Falcon's Nest, Union)-FREE POPCORN
8 p.m.
-UAO COFFEEHOUSE Featuring: Beth
Hoobler with Jim Goldston--BGSU students
Side Door, Union
Free: Popcorn, coffee, tea

1 p.m.
-PRE-GAME ACTIVITIES Announcement of
Sr. Representative
Parachutists & BGSU Marching Band

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 18th

1:30 p.m.
--FOOTBALL GAME Halftime Announcement of: Banner, Float & 'Raffle for Roses' winners
BGSU Marching Band

CCUt-CEC^

• • Questions? * •
Call Homecoming Hotline: 2-2618

7 p.m.
-HOMECOMING DINNER
with ENTERTAINMENT
Side Door, Union--$5 per person
-Choice of Chicken Breast or Baked Ham Dinner
Entertainment: Roxanna Iwanchuk, Larry Marvar,
Brad Hurtado/Marie Cisterino, ft Donna Galeti
Reservations accepted thru Thursday (372-2638)
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Revamped literary magazine aims at wider audience
HE SAID the new policy is intended to attract a wider audience, make the magazine more nationally visible and
represent the variety of writing that goes on in America.
The new name of the magazine reflects the style of
writing it will contain - mostly from Mid-western authors.
But Early said the staff has received submissions from
New York to California.

by Kathleen Koshar

An old magazine has been revamped and will appear in
January as the official publication of the University
English department, according to the magazine's editor,
Dr. Robert Early.
Early, an associate professor in the University's
creative writing program, said the magazine he helped
start through the creative writing program in 1973, called
Itinerary, has been renamed Mid-American Review.
Funded by the University, Ohio Arts Council and other
organizations, Mid-American Review will appear twice a
year as opposed to the Itinerary format of once a year.
In the past. Early said, Itinerary featured writing by
alumni of the English department. But for the next two
years, submissions will not be accepted from alumni or
University writers because Early said he wants to change
the policy of the magazine.

The magazine centers on three genres of writing criticism, fiction and poetry. Early said each issue of
Itinerary was devoted to one of the styles, but the new
magazine will include a mixture of all three.
Another aspect of the reconstructed magazine is two
cash awards that will be presented to writers who have
their work published in Mid-American Review, Early said.
THE SHERWOOD Anderson Short Fiction Award will be
presented for an outstanding fiction story, and the James

city housing ordinance
Every floor, interior wall and ceiling
must be kept in good shape. Structural
elements, such as beams, cannot show
signs of deterioration.
• Interior stairs and protective railings: Every stairwell and flight of
stairs more than five steps high must
have handrails, which also must be
placed on open portions of stairs,
balconies, landings and stairwells.
• Paint: Lead-based paint cannot be
used to cover interior surfaces.
• Minimum sanitary facilities:
Every dwelling must contain a kitchen sink, lavatory, tub or shower,
and toilet All tubs, showers, sinks and
lavatories must have hot and cold running water. Every rooming house
must provide at least one toilet and

Wright Poetry Prize will be presented for the best poem or
series of poems published.
The winners of the $200 awards will be selected by a prominent poet and a fiction writer, who have yet to be
chosen.
Early said the awards were an idea of the Mid-American
Review staff "to encourage people to submit their writing.
It is very difficult to earn your living by writing so we want
to encourage writers to keep at it."
Contributing writers will be paid $5 a page for fiction and
poetry, but reviews will be written on a volunteer basis.
THE VOLUNTEER staff of Mid-American Review consists of graduate students in creative writing; Steve
Heller, fiction editor; Scott Cairne, poetry editor; and Rex
Easly, articles and reviews editor.
All decisions concerning the magazine are "hashed out"
together. Early said.

"We're hoping to serve literature. There is entirely too
much commercialism in the field and we want to be a
forum for very serious writers," Early said. "A lot of very
fine writers are neglected because they are not commercial. Their writing is not good for TV scripts or greeting
cards so they're neglected."
The staff has accepted 10 poems and two short stories for
the first issue, but Early said he plans to keep the selection
process open for another month.
For the future, the staff is thinking about special projects
such as publishing a novel or a book of short stories or
poetry.
But for the next year and a half, Early will be working to
establish the magazine, which he hopes will be published
four times a year.
The magazine will be available at local bookstores for
(4.50 or readers can get a discount by buying a subscription.

from paga 1

tub or shower for the first six persons.
These facilities must be located on the
floor where the occupants live. After
six occupants, one lavatory per four
occupants is required. The lavatory
and tub or shower must be in a room
that affords privacy to the user and
has a minimum floor area of 30 square
feet.

• Cooking and heating equipment:
Every dwelling must have a room or a
part of a room where food can be
prepared. All kitchens must have
cabinets or shelves for storing food or
utensils. Stoves and refrigerators do
not have to be provided, but sufficient
space and adequate connections for
installation must be provided.

• Heating facilities: All units must
be capable of heating every room to at
least 70 degrees F. Where the thermostat is controlled by the owner or
apartment
house
manager,
temperatures of 70 degrees between
6:30 a.m. and 10:30 p.m. and 60
degrees other hours must be maintained between October and May.

• Disposal facilities: Some type of
garbage disposal facility must be provided.
• Plumbing: Water lines, plumbing
fixtures, vents and drains must be installed, connected and maintained.
• Required space: All units must
have at least 150 square feet of floor

space for the first occupant, and at
least 100 additional square feet for
each additional occupant. Rooms used
for sleeping must contain at least 80
square feet of floor space for the first
occupant, and at least 40 square feet
for each additional occupant. Where
there are two or more sleeping rooms,
access to a bathroom cannot be gained only by going through another
sleeping room. Also, access to a sleeping room cannot be gained only by going through a bathroom or another
sleeping room.
• Minimum ceiling height: Ceilings
must be at least 7 feet high. If the
room is an attic, the ceiling must be 7
feet high over at least one-third of the
room.

• Natural light: Every room must
contain at least one window facing
directly outdoors. The minimum total
window area for every habitable room
must be 10 percent of the floor area.
Bathrooms, dining rooms, kitchenettes and kitchens are exempt if artificial light is provided. If a window
faces any structure outside that is less
than 5 feet away, it is not included in
the minimum window area total.
Lights must be provided in all common halls and stairways.
• Electrical outlets: Every
habitable room must have at least two
separate and remote electrical
outlets. In kitchens, three must be
provided, one of which may be a ceil-

ing or wall light fixture. The use of
multiple outlet wirings where two or
more portable appliances are connected to a single source is not permitted.
• Locking devices: All windows and
doors must have functioning locks.
• Miscellaneous: In every rooming
house where more than 12 persons live
on the second floor or more than six
persons live above the second floor,
there must be at least two stairways
for exiting. Access to one unit must be
possible without going through any
other dwelling. All rental units must
have a fire extinguisher near the kitchen area.
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Elsewhere.
Anderson's candidacy to be reviewed

Toledo mother awaits
son's Cuban release

League keeps debate hopes alive
by Associated Press

A campaign debate between President Carter and Ronald Reagan
became a live possibility again yesterday when the League of Women
Voters decided to review John B.
Anderson's status as a real contender
for the presidency.
Meanwhile, Reagan said he would
appoint a woman to the first vacancy
on the U.S. Supreme Court as president; Carter claimed Reagan's
economic proposals would cost at
least $140 billion in fiscal 1983, and

debate package must include a provision for a Carter-Anderson confrontation, would not say if a league invitation for a one-on-one debate with the
president would be acceptable.
There was no word from the White
House, but the president has actively
sought a face-to-face debate with
ANDERSON, the independent can- Reagan and has accepted a number of
didate whose standing in the polls has invitations from potential sponsors
been declining, said in Chicago his other than the league.
support still is strong enough to make
ANDERSON WAS included in the
him a credible national candidate.
Reagan, the Republican presiden- league's first debate, in Baltimore on
tial nominee who has insisted that any Sept. 21, after his standing in the polls

Anderson said his own program would
result in a balanced budget by then.
"We are going to look at the polls
this week," league president Ruth J.
Hinerfeld told reporters. "If Anderson
is not significant, he obviously would
not be invited to the next debate."

Day in reviewFour Americans win Nobels
STOCKHOLM, Sweden - The 1980 Nobel prizes in
physics and chemistry were awarded yesterday to four
Americans and a Briton for discoveries that may shed
light on the universe of the dim past and could open the
door to medical cures of tomorrow.
The choices continued recent American dominance of
the Nobel science prizes. The British chemistry
laureate, Frederick Sanger, is only the second person to
be awarded a Nobel Prize twice in the same category.
Sharing the chemistry prize with Sanger were Paul
Berg of Stanford University, who is regarded as the
"father of genetic engineering," and Walter Gilbert of
Harvard University.
The three researchers were honored for their
discoveries in the chemical structure of genetic
material, the master blueprints for life, findings that
could help develop cures for inherited diseases.
Berg will receive half the $212,000 prize, and Gilbert
and Sanger will share the other half.
Seven of the nine 1980 Nobel prizes so far have gone to
Americans.

Firm to buy Youngstown plant
CLEVELAND - Republic Steel Corp. announced
yesterday an agreement to purchase U.S. Steel's
Corp.'s sister plant in Youngstown.
Republic said the plant would put 90 steel workers
back to work.
The cost of the transaction was not disclosed, but the
acquired plant would provide Republic with enough
capacity to preclude earlier plans to build its own facility.

A Republic spokesman said expenditures that the
Cleveland-based company would make in the deal itself,
in modernization of the facility and in stepping up environmental safeguards "represents another large
commitment by the company to strengthen its steel
operations in the Mahoning Valley."

Cleveland still planning debate
CLEVELAND - The League of Women Voters is moving ahead this week with invitations to at least two
presidential candidates to debate here.
But despite the planning, the organization still is not
certain Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan will accept,
nor whether John Anderson will be included.
Ed Hanna, league deputy Director of the presidential
debates, arrived here yesterday and said he will stay in
Cleveland until Friday mapping logistics for a possible
date the last week of October at Cleveland's Convention
Center.

exceeded the 15 percent the league set
as a minimum to qualify. Reagan
debated Anderson alone when the
president refused to take part, and a
second debate scheduled for Portland,
Ore., was canceled.
While Anderson's exclusion would
not necessarily mean that a debate
between Carter and Reagan finally
will take place, it would remove the
reason cited by the president for not
taking part before.
Carter has insisted steadfastly on a
debate with Reagan alone. The
Republican presidential nominee has
insisted that an Anderson-Carter
debate be part of any such package.
MRS. HINERFELD said if Anderson's standing is no longer that of a
"significant" candidate, a new invitation would be issued to Carter and
Reagan for a two-man debate.
STUDENT NIGHT SPECIAL
EVERY THURSDAY!!
All

STUDINTS

TASTE THE BEER THAT OUTSELLS
MOLSON GOLDEN IN CANADA:
LABATTS.
Good news!
Labatts, Canada's No. I selling beer, is now imported to the U.S.
So, now it's easier to compare the taste of our Labatts with the
brew of our friendly competitor
See what you think.
We, like most other Canadians, prefer a bottle of Labatts Beer
over a Golden
If we didn't, we'd likely be drinking Molson® instead—and we
certainly wouldn't be running this ad

THINK OF CANADA
THINK OF LABATTS

Mrs. Miklos said the report was
confirmed by a State Department
official she keeps in touch with
about prisoners ixi Cuba.
"Doug knew. He thought
something like this was coming,"
Mrs. Miklos said of her visit with
him.
SHE SAID he wrote in one of two
letters she has received from him
that, "sometimes it seems like
years instead of months since leaving the great U.S.A."
He also wrote, "I'm coining out
of this place a stronger and better
man than when I came here."
"He certainly has matured," she
said.
She said the arrest came about
after he signed on to help two
friends take a fishing boat from
Florida to Venezuela.
The boat's steering failed, she
said, and they were arrested after
being adrift several days.

It's Happening again at

$1.00

LoiYgbraivch

CINEMA l 8 2
NOW THROUGH THURSDAY!
EVENINGS AT 7:30 I 9:20
GUESS WHO HAS MADE
ANOTHER MOVIE...
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"OH GOD! BOOK 2"(PG)

Egypt, Israel start negotiations
WASHINGTON - After a five-month suspension,
Egypt and Israel formally reopened neogotiations Tuesday on how to give more than 1 million Palestinian
Arabs a larger voice in determining their future.
As the talks resumed under U.S. auspices, Israel offered to give the Palestinians living on the West Bank of
the Jordan River and in Gaza a role in determining land
policy in the occupied territories, diplomatic sources
said.
The sources also said Israel had reaffirmed that it
plans no further settlements in the area other than four
it previously announced it would build on the West
Bank, but the issue of whether existing Israeli settlements may be "thickened" has not been resolved.

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - Beverly
Miklos says she was so happy she
cried when she heard her 27-yearold son is to be freed from the
Cuban prison where he has been
held for more than a year.
Doug Miklos is one of 33
Americans held in Cuba whom the
Cuban government says it plans to
pardon.
Mrs. Miklos visited her son last
month in Cuba to see him for the
first time since he was arrested in a
fishing boat in July 1979. He was
sentenced to 11 years for illegal entry and drug trafficking, to which
he said he was innocent.
MRS. MKLOS' mother, Bertha
Stover, called her Monday after
hearing a radio report about the
prisoners. "She was crying, sobbing that Doug was free, that she
heard on the radio he was going to
be freed," Mrs. Miklos said. "You
can bet I cried too."

6:00pm- 10:00pm

FINAL TWO DAYS! EVENINGS
AT 7:30 & 9:20

BEYOND TIME
ITSELF. CHRISTOPHER
REEVE t JANE SEYMOUR IPG)

SOMEWHERE IN TIME'

Double Buffalo night
CLA-ZEL
Small cover charge
NOW THROUGH THURSDAY
EVENINGS AT 7:30 » 9:20
PETER SELLERS IN
"THE FIENDISH PLOT OF
FU MANCHU" (PG)
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SALE
SAVE 10% TO 20%
LADIES CLASSIC TWEED BLAZERS,
WOOL SHETLAND CARDIGAN SWEATERS,
SERD and GANT SHIRTS
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TRADITIONAL SPORTSWEAR FOR WOMEN
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INTERVIEWING?
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Sports,
But it's only an exhibition

Falcons thrash Vaxjo, 11-2
by Dave Lewandowskl
sports editor

stall photo by Mark Oberst
BG's Bill Newton centers the puck in front ot the Vaxjo net in action In last night's game In
the Ice Arena. The Falcons whipped the Swedish squad, 11-2. BG opens its regular season at
home Friday against Michigan.

Phillies win opener

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Bake
McBride hammered a three-run
homer and Bob Boone rifled a pair of
RBI doubles as the Philadelphia
Phillies stormed from behind for a
7-6 victory over a battling Kansas City team last night in the 1980 World
Series opener.
A crowd of 65,791, largest to watch
a World Series game since 1964, kept
up a steady roar as the Phillies won
their first Series game in 65 years.
The last one was won in 1915 when
the pitcher was Hall of Famer
Grover Cleveland Alexander.
Last night, the winning pitcher
was a 23-year-old rookie. Bob Walk,
who began the season in the minors
and was pressed into the opening
game assignment because of the

scrambled condition of the Phillies
pitching staff after the grueling National League playoff series against
Houston.
WALK, recovering from a rocky
start, did a gallant job against the
Royals, champions of the American
League, until he was shelled out in
the eighth inning. He became the
first rookie to pitch and win a Series
opener since Joe Black did it for the
Brooklyn Dodgers in 1952.
It was a night for newcomers as
the expansion team Royals made
their first World Series appearance,
the Phillies played their first series
game since 1950, and both clubs went
into the Series with rookie managers
- the first time that has happened in
the history of the Fall Gassic.

domination in the third period. Brian
Hills gave BG an 8-2 lead with a goal
at the 4:14 mark of the period on a
pass from the corner to the slot
MacLellan tallied his second goal of
the game with a tip-in of a shot by
freshman Dave O'Brian. Mike Pikul
and Megan closed out the scring with
a pair of power play goals.
Pikul netted his first collegiate goal
with a blast from the right faceoff circle with the Falcons two men up.
Megan got his hat trick with BG having the man advantage on a pass from
Pikul with 6:04 left in the game.
BG coach Jerry York gave all three
of his goaltenders one period of duty
each. Charko stopped six Vaxjo shots,
while Mark Mazur had nine saves in
the second period and Mike David 10
saves in the third. The Falcons had 34
shots.
"It (the game) gave us a good
chance to play under game conditions
and that's what we needed," York
said.

UM icers face disciplinary action
by Dave Lewandowskl
sports editor

Possible disciplinary action against
some University of Michigan hockey
players is pending after players
reportedly shaved the head and
genitals of a freshman player and
forced him naked into the cold in an
initiation ritual.
University of Michigan Athletic
Director Don Canham said yesterday
that an inquiry is being conducted and
disciplinary action possible. What
type of action taken will not be announced, Canham said. However, he
did not rule out the possibility of benching the players for this weekend's
home-and-home series against Bowl-

Rec center October 17th
10:30p.m..m.

Don't Miss
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FRISBEE FREE THROW

Christer Olsson scored from the left
faceoff circle on a two-on-one break.
However, McPhee tallied his second
It may only have been an exhibition goal of the contest off a scramble in
game, Bowling Green showed it is front of the net with 7:36 left in the
ready for the start of the regular period.
hockey season with an 11-2 thrashing
of the Vaxjo Club team last night in
BG took the lead for good with Bill
the Ice Arena.
Newton scoring off a centering pass
The Falcons, who host the Universi- from Chris Guertin at the 16:01 mark.
ty of Michigan in the season-opener Defenseman Ron Megan scored his
Friday, grabbed a 4-2 lead after one first of three goals with a blast from
period and had a 7-2 advantage after the left point on the power play, 1:50
after Newton's goal.
two periods.
THE FALCONS increased the
Junior co-captain George McPhee margin
to three goals :47 into the segot the Falcons on on the scoreboard cond period when Brian MacLellan inat the 1:42 mark with a deflection of a tercepted a pass at center ice and
Wayne Wilson shot from the left point. walked in alone on Vaxjo goalie
THE VAXJO club tied the score 34 Anders Olofsson.
seconds later when Claes Iindmark
McLaughlin and Megan scored
took a centering pass and backhanded 42Don
seconds
apart for a 7-2 BG lead.
the puck past BG goaltender Wally
McLaughlin rammed home a rebound
Charko.
of a Megan shot, while Megan tallied
Keeping the Falcons hemmed in from the slot on a centering pass by
their own zone, the Swedish team took McPhee.
The Falcons continued their
their only lead of the game when

Contests

TABLE TENNIS
PINBALL- FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
RACOUETBALL
ARCHERY GAMES
BLIND VOLLEYBALL
PAPER AIRPLANE CONTESTS
WATER BASKETBALL
TENNIS
VARIOUS TYPES OF RELAYS
DIVING FOR Dollars
WET SWEATSHIRT RELAYS

BRING i.D. & validation

ing Green.
The two teams meet Friday at 7:30
p.m. at the Ice Arena in the season
opener and play in Ann Arbor Saturday night.
Michigan President Harold Shapiro
said the incident, if true, "is really
unacceptable behavior on a college
campus."
THE NAME of the freshman was
not released, and he has not filed any
police complaint. The player made
the roster last week.
Steve Krahnke, a resident adviser
at Mary Markley Hall, the freshman
hockey player's dormitory, told the
Associated Press that "it was the

worst thing I have ever seen happen to reported on the campus, according to
Canham.
anybody."
"I didn't know this was going on,"
On Sunday night, some of his team- he said, "but we'll get to the bottom of
mates took him from his dorm room this."
and forced him to drink vodka, gin
and beer, Krahnke said. They then
stripped him and forced him to stand
in the near 30-degree weather for 90
minutes.
The Bowling Green field hockey
"He had been shaved on his head team suffered another loss, dropping
and all his genital area," Krahnke a 1-0 decision to Eastern Michigan at
said. "He was covered with egg, jelly Ypsilanti, Mich.
EMU scored in the first half and
or jam and cologne."
The players also took the freshman, then held the Falcons for the win.
BG coach Pat Brett said she thought
placed him in the trunk of a car, and
drove him around, according to the Falcons were a better team than
the Hurons but "the ball just wouldn't
Krahnke.
go through the net."
BG now stands at 5-7.
This is the first incident of hazing

Sports briefs.

